Tell us what you think!
Please provide your feedback and
comments in the survey linked here.

BACKGROUND

What is a Comprehensive Plan?
Comprehensive plans are regularly-updated formal policy documents that
establish a community’s vision for the next 10 to 20 years and provide
strategies and recommendations that guide development decisions.

THE PLANNING PROCESS
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PROJECT
INITIATION &
UNDERSTANDING
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Establish Executive
and Advisory Steering
Committees and Focus
Groups
Engage with the community
Conduct Focus Group
meetings on the plan’s
main themes
Analyze existing conditions
and public input
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PLAN
FRAMEWORK

Determine goals and
strategies based on Phase
1 findings
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Provide strategic
recommendations
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Create vision & plan for
future land use

⊲

Review recommendations
with Executive and Advisory
Steering Committees

PLAN DRAFTING
& ADOPTION
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Create a Plan outline
and Draft

⊲

Provide draft for a public
review process

⊲

Revise for final review

⊲

Official plan adoption

DEMOGRAPHICS & DRIVING TRENDS

Economic
Vitality

To determine the best approach for the future, it is crucial to understand the elements and
trends that define Springdale today. The analysis of community makeup and current trends
helped us determine the pace and direction of growth and demand in the city as well as
identify what to plan for in the next decade.
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⊲ 1,144 total survey responses were collected in this effort.
⊲ Initial online survey was conducted in January 2021 about the community’s overall

experience of the city and specific aspects that they would like to see enhanced or
improved.

⊲ Analysis of these responses significantly influenced the identification of the plan’s key

themes, which were further solidified by the Executive Steering Committee: Economic
Vitality, Parks and Recreation, Housing, and Transportation and Connectivity.

⊲ Five unique surveys in July 2021 encouraged the community to share their thoughts on
the current conditions, the impact of these aspects on the city, and how improvements
should be made.

KEY CHALLENGES

Parks &
Recreation

The plan’s key priorities were determined by public input, demographic
analysis, and market research. With this knowledge, the following items were
identified as key factors to be addressed in the plan, which then helped focus
the plan themes.
⊲ Curb Appeal
⊲ Economy

⊲ Connectivity
⊲ A Safe Community

⊲ Public Spaces
⊲ Regional Identity

